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very hard look at the work that

he has given us. Discussing its contents with se'-~ral men interested in the

content of this paper it was repeatedly accorded very high recognition as a

very valuable asset in showing our br-otherhood the Christian perspective on

abortion.

1) The author does not attempt to define abortion, but discusses two

types - artificial or induced abortion and therapeutic abortion.

2) Concern of Science

We have a lucid discussion. There is a position taken by Kenneth

2
l<antzer, that is between creationism and traducianism but really

adds nothing. We must agree that Science cannot answer the questions

of life. From the Biblical point of view, its value is so large

as to be ~mmeasurable by us except in terms of the essential and 1n-

finite worth of humanity.

3) Concern of Medicine

Our ,rimary concern here (page 4) is not therapeutic abortion but

abortion on demand because this is where t~e present and especially

future pressures lie. Paragraph 1, page 5 deserves further acceptance

then, of course, the nature of the situation requires that its position

of priority rises. ~e also are concerned that many probJ~s are created.

Residents and interns, in areas where abortion on demand is accepted,

shy away from entering this area of medicine. Operating nursing staff

and related personnel have nightmares. Many refuse to participate and.

others do so under distress. We can understand that one cannot without

total involvement assist in removal of a fetus that moves and shows all
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the evidence of life. Maybe the question is fitting here, '~re they just

people carrying our the \"ill of higler authorities?" In the Judiciary

the executioner carries out the decision of the court and is not asked

and nurse, etc. work out their positio~ under great public pressure? As

you must see from the paper the p~ob1em of abortion on demand is a theo-
!i

logical problem for the church of Jesus Christ, and oJK a medical one tU <:..r--v' '

In matters of birth COtlt.t..Qt the Christian doctors received little theologic-

a1 guidance but sought ansyzers u~__God_ and iQ COll..~t.1Q1'LW!~_h-QI1JL_~llot.h_~r.

Adding page ~ it again might appear that t~ologians (Judicia~y) wish the

has always given leadership. As part of the church we are anxious to be

in consultation but n~ed _~~da~~e as do other areas of profession and

business. In reply to the fi~~t sentence of the last paragraph of pagej.

~ve would ask, "Is the Nennonite Brethren Conference clear as to what tEe
---__~~ ......... ~ ~~>__. __~~ ~=••_"~~.__,,,r_'---~~~"~-~"" T

emphasis must lie.

4. Concern of Theo!2.gy

here, then our prejudices will determine the issue of abortion. We feel

that the ,.;Triter's interpi:etation of Ex~~~~Jl:::2..?_:l~weakens his own argu-

ments against abortion. The passage refers to !he result-Of_1ULJ!llpr~med-

i_~~_~e.~_~~tl.... In the history of lsrae 1 provision was made for situations

where unpremeditated or accidental killing occured. The one who caus~ ~he

death had a way of escape into a city of refuge or free city. Not so the

murderer. We feel this is a parallel situation and is not related to the

pro01em of premeditated artificail abortion which we are concerned with at this

point.
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Furth2r on page 7 tho argument "that there was personhood even before

terral: is rather week. ;lldhile passages such as Ps.139:13-l5 and others

quoted indicate a traducian origin of that which constitutes man, they do

not prove that man existed as personal and funy human from conception any

mor~ than the Biblical statement that Levi pai?~~bg~_~ loins oS

his father Abraham proves that Levi had personal and fully human existanc2--. ...__.uu. ,__..,_,__.__~ .._._.~

in the semen of Abraham. Such passages have quite different points ;0

make, and their reference to the individual man serves t~ call attention

to the origin and explanation of man. They do not imply tpat a process

was unnecessary before that which constitrted the stuff from which man came

would become fully and truly human and personal.,,3 One might strengthen his
,

fine argument that we have not the right to "control of their own body" by

addin&[~fir~ facetiously - !! ~e h_~,~_!_~~_~ ~3_~~r_~1_oUur_.QQQy_!l.0.--9n¥'?Q.~Jjj

need to ask for~on.~ society would call us v,:ry irrespo~ble

and the patient would be de~d_ i.nS_~lle_a.lld _jor~ed to submLt.....t.o-treat::rne.nt

if she were to extend this claim to other areas of the body and ~nsist on

Ih the case of "those cases where cont~~uing pregnancy threat~ns the

life of the mother" the ,on-iter seems to accept: "situational" and yet on,-_..._----
page 11 under point 1. 1ithat all abortion - is a violation of God's will. 1i

/ ~ ---"""""""'- -'- -..~-~.~.-.--------- ---------
), -,...-:?

i'w~-- The whole area of Cont:rol of Human Reproduction poses a danger i.e. our

v@1uc of human life is threatened. The conscience of a church, a society
---~-~----_... ------- "---_._-

and a nation c~_~ ~~t:X__qtl:i<:!~l:LE~~~. Society today has strong voices for

abortion on demand. This attack on this ~helpless life is easily trans-

feered to ctbar areas of life. The medical profession has conscientiously

attempted to uphold life - be this a deformed life - mentally or physica~ly.
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Today questions are arising as to the value of cer~8in retarda~es, certain

moving tmvard a

criticized.

some totalitariarr states were strongly

In conclusion we would take the position:

Never Abort anyone for birth control.

For some situat'ons e.g. rape, in~~st, medi£9l-Qis~ase, we have no

answer and -maybe because lithe whole universe has been infected and got out

of kilter" in man's alienation from God, we will have to open to a somewhat
wIZ.:~

"~j...tuat.i_~-mal" position - or at least have sorr.::: tolerance to people :ia..this

position.

Respectfully submitted,

Bernard Froese

I wish to give recognition to Dr. John Foerster and Dr.G.J. Froese for
their valuable counsel given. They assume no responsibility for what is
written.

Footnotes;

1. Stedman's Medical Dict!onary -

abortion 1. The giving birth to an embryo or non viable fetus. 2. The
product of such premature birth. 3. The arrest of any action or process
before its normal completion, as the abortion of pneumonia. A distinction
is sometimes made betwee~ abortion and miscarriage, the former signifying
the emptying of the uterus prior to the fourth month of pregnane- -7. the
latter during the fourth, fifth, or sixth month; premature delivel{ de
noting the delivery of a viable fetus after the beginning of the seventh
month and before full term. artificial a., induced a. contagious a.,
infectious a. criminal a., induced a., undertaken solely for the purpose
of getting rid of the product of conception and not necessitated by the
state of the mother's health. embryonal or embryonic S., expulsion
of the embryo prior to the fifth month of pregnancy, true abortion. fetal a.,
miscarriage, 8. during the fifth or sixth ,month. habitual, a recurting
usually at about the same peLiod, with each pregnancy.
incomplete a., expulsion of th8 ovum with retcnt .ion of the membranes induced
a., b:::-ought on by drugs or mechanical mea:1S. infectious a., Bang's disease,
a disease attacking cows with calf, a striking symptom of which is abortion;~
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it is caused by the presenCQ of B. abortus, and it may occur in the
huom, female. missed a., the:: long retention in the uterus, and subsequent
expulsion, of a dead etnbTYo. ovular a~, espulsion of the ovum in the
first week or two of pregnancy. therapeutica., induced because of the
mother's poor health. tubal a., rupture of an oviduct, the seat of
ectopic pregnancy.

2) Birth control and the Christian - Sterilization, co~traception and
abortion p. 251 - 258, chapter on the Origain of~e Soul. as related
to the abortion question.

3) Same as 2) p. 255.

The point is made several times that the Bible is normative, that from it
we receive guidance in the areas ofl'faith and practice. 11

Though the Bible does not speak directly to abortion, it does lay down

principles which can be brought to bear upon it. These have been pointed

out in the paper. Since abovtioa, as the paper states, is an ethical problem,

it is the Bible we must go to for answers. The bases for ethical decisions are

the principles laid down in scripture.

At this point I belive we should stress something that the paper does

not do, and that is that we must begin to think in Biblical terms. Rather

than bringing only personal philosophies to the problem, or personal biases,

we must seek to find the biblical principles that bear on the problem.

Perhaps we also need to go beyond simply saying that the Bible is normative

in the area of faith and practice, and look to our own commitment to the

Scriptures, both as a church and as individuals. ~.Je ueed to be willing to

submit to the truth that is revealed to us.

In speaking of the sanctity and value of human life, and the wrongness of

tampering with it, we might also mention, in addition to abortion, the question

of the experiments in genetic engineering and the growing fertilized huma~

aren irr th0 InboratQriea of. s~me universities •
.---------------------------
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Should not the Church t~k~ ~ position in relation to this kind of

e~,p~rimcntntion nnd to somd of its frightening iQplic~tions.

Bu~ UG n~8d to do morG thatL simply establish th~t si,t8 D foetus i~ in

foet a huson being, that docs in fact hove life Dnd thot therefore its des

t~uction is a violation of God's will and of His law. ~2 need to look to

th~ responsibility of the church in the question of abortion. We need to

teach our own church members God's truth as it bears on this question, and

then we ne2d to bring our influence to bear on Society.

Here is responsibility not only for tbeologians, but for other professions

as well - m~~ne, social~k, education Dnd in~ for nIl Christians to

attempt to stem the erosive tide that tends to d~stroy regard for human life

and so dehumanize society. The pDp~r spenks very clearly to this questioo,

nnd how we can meet our obligation on this question could be a useful area

of discussion for this conference.

Wolter Regehr.


